
International 
service 
An international reach with an  

individual focus



A look inside the Princely Collections 
For more than 400 years, the Princes of Liechtenstein have been 
passionate art collectors. The Princely Collections include key 
works of European art stretching over five centuries and are now 
among the world’s major private art collections. The notion of 
promoting fine arts for the general good enjoyed its greatest 
popularity during the Baroque period. The House of Liechtenstein 
has pursued this ideal consistently down the generations. 
We make deliberate use of the works of art in the Princely 
Collections to accompany what we do. For us, they embody 
those values that form the basis for a successful partnership with 
our clients: a long-term focus, skill and reliability.

www.liechtensteincollections.at

Cover image: Rudolf von Alt, detail from “View of Naples”, 1835  
© LIECHTENSTEIN. The Princely Collections, Vaduz–Vienna
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Welcome

Welcome to LGT 

Wealth Management’s 

International service. We 

offer fully tailored wealth 

management, specialising 

in delivering advice to 

international clients and 

the unique requirements 

that they have. 

Key to our approach is an unwavering focus on building 

lasting partnerships, developing trust through transparency 

and maintaining our entrepreneurial spirit. Our ethos and 

values have allowed us to attract some of the best talent in 

the industry and draw together in-depth experience from 

multiple disciplines. 

Being part of the LGT Group allows us to provide holistic 

support to our internationally mobile clients, offering a 

globally coordinated service. LGT is the world’s largest 

private bank and asset manager owned by a single family, 

the Princely Family of Liechtenstein. 

We look forward to working with you.

Yours sincerely,

Valentina Tacchino

Head of International, LGT Wealth Management



“ Wherever you are in the 
world, we are here to 
support you. Your trust in us 
is something that as a team 
we do not take for granted.”

     Valentina Tacchino, Head of International  
LGT Wealth Management
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Your International service

Our service to you provides access to our best investment 

thinking, based on your aspirations and attitude to risk. 

Collectively, we share many years’ experience in providing 

bespoke investment services to international clients. Our 

extensive expertise in this area allows us to be aware of 

your emerging challenges and seek to provide solutions 

to address them. 

Whatever your requirements, whether investment 

management, loans (Lombard or real estate), banking or 

financial advice, we will work with you to tailor a bespoke 

solution across multiple currencies and jurisdictions.

An international reach with an  

individual focus
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A personalised approach
 ■ We know there is no typical client. Every single one is 

unique and we are committed to delivering a personalised 
service to match.

 ■ Our private ownership, coupled with the financial stability 
of the LGT Group enables us to take a long-term approach 
to business decisions, whilst our partnership structure 
ensures that we are able to maintain a flexible approach 
and an entrepreneurial spirit.

Expertly managed portfolios
 ■ Our in-house Investment Committee sits at the heart 

of our investment process and is comprised of our 
most experienced investment managers and asset class 
specialists. The views of our Investment Committee reflect 
our best investment ideas, which are integral to the 
construction of our clients’ portfolios.

 ■ We pride ourselves on our impartial advice and a  
whole of market approach to portfolio management  
and fund selection.

International presence with a local foothold
 ■ Based in the UK, we are accessible to clients who wish 

to have a local support team on hand to deal with any 
queries and for face-to-face meetings.

 ■ We have many years’ experience in assisting clients with 
their financial relocation to the UK. Indeed, as such a 
culturally diverse team, many of us have gone through this 
process ourselves.
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Specialists in advising 
international clients

     If you are resident elsewhere but still wish 
     to benefit from trusted investment management 
     expertise here in the UK, we are able to facilitate this.
     We provide tax reporting packs, available across 
     various languages and locations.
     You will benefit from the flexibility to choose from 
     five different custody platforms across multiple 
     jurisdictions, in addition to the UK. 

     Leaving the UK does not mean losing all home 
     comforts. Wherever you reside, we can adapt the 
     investment style, restrictions and reference currency 
     to support you in your new location. 
     We have a deep understanding of other jurisdictions’ 
     specific requirements, and therefore can provide you 
     with the security that your investment portfolio is 
     compliant and protected.
     Should you choose to leave the UK, we are able to 
     provide you with the stability of continuing your 
     relationship with your dedicated trusted advisor.

     We will implement any tax restrictions that your 
     tax adviser has indicated. In addition, we 
     understand the greater context of these 
     restrictions and their impact on your financial 
     circumstances.  
     We provide you with the flexibility to choose 
     from five different custody platforms across 
     various jurisdictions, in addition to the UK. 
     You may be entitled to a number of tax benefits. 
     We can help you maximise this opportunity, 
     taking advantage of investment growth in the 
     medium term. 

     We understand the pressures involved with 
     relocating. We are here to support and ensure 
     your smooth financial relocation, so you can 
     rest assured that this aspect of your move is in 
     safe hands.
     We work in partnership with your professional 
     advisers to deliver a cohesive and holistic service 
     that you can trust, as well as having our own 
     network of professional contacts who can assist 
     you should you require further advice. 

Individuals
moving to the

UK

Individuals
moving from

the UK

UK resident,
non-domiciled

individuals

Non-UK
residents
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Portfolio construction 
The process involves  
defining the best method  
to execute asset allocation  
and optimising your  
portfolio to reflect the  
desired positioning including:

 ■  Expected market conditons
 ■  Define specific opportunity
 ■ Relative valuations
 ■  Sector, style and 

geographic locations
 ■ Risk factor analysis
 ■ Risk/reward trade off
 ■ Reflect top-down themes

A dedicated Investment Committee

Investment process overview

Your portfolio is designed to benefit from the exclusive 

analysis on markets, asset classes and sectors which form 

the “LGT Wealth Management Market Views”. These views 

are set by a central committee of investment professionals 

and dedicated research analysts, consolidating our best 

ideas and reflecting where we see value in markets. 

Dynamic portfolio construction 

Your dedicated investment team has the flexibility  

to implement the “Market Views” as well as utilise a wide 

range of asset classes, markets, alternative investments, 

stocks and bonds necessary to help achieve your individual 

investment goals. 

Your portfolio will be influenced by both “top down” 

investing, reflecting our collective views on geographies 

and sectors, and “bottom-up” investing, reflecting our 

fundamental research on individual companies and funds. 

You will be able to see the resulting trades within your 

portfolio via our web portal and app, LGT Wealth.
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Bespoke Portfolio investment process

Bottom-up

Investment selection
     Asset class sub-committees
     Quantitative and qualitative research
     Ongoing due diligence

Top down

Macro-economic view of markets
     Investment committee
     External macro economists

Review

M
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ring
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n

Implementation

Portfolio
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■ Sustainable business

■ Sustainable investing

■ Sustainable thinking

LGT Group  

Uncompromising integrity 

LGT Wealth Management is part of LGT, the world’s 

largest private bank and asset manager owned by a 

single family, the Princely House of Liechtenstein. 

Our partnership with the LGT Group allowed us to 

continue under private ownership. Our entrepreneurial 

approach, together with LGT’s financial stability, enables 

us to make decisions that we believe will provide long-

term benefits for our clients..

Sustainably focused 

Sustainable and long-term thinking and actions have 

played an important role in the Princely Family for 

generations, as well as being deeply rooted in LGT’s 

corporate culture. It is important that the Group’s business 

activities have a positive impact on the environment and 

society. In 2018, LGT developed and implemented the  

LGT Sustainability Strategy 2025, which is based on 

materiality analysis conducted in 2015. The objectives of 

this strategy can be categorised by the following headings:
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Financial stability 

Our service to you is far from just investment performance 

and financials, but it is important to know that you are in 

safe hands.

The LGT Group has one of the strongest balance sheets 

in the industry with high levels of liquidity and an equity 

capitalisation significantly above regulatory requirements. 

LGT Bank has a credit rating of A+ Standard & Poors; 

Aa2 Moody’s.

Financial highlights of LGT Group 

Ratings for LGT Bank Limited

GBP

Assets under administration 221 812 million

Total assets 40 673 million

Equity capital 4 456 million

Group profit 146 million

30th June 2021

Rating

Moody’s Aa2

Standard & Poor’s A+

30th June 2021
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Offshore capabilities

Being part of a global organisation allows us to operate 

locally within the UK, as well as accessing a number of 

international services on behalf of our clients. We are able 

to coordinate any of the below additional services that 

you require, offering you peace of mind that someone 

you know and trust is dealing with your affairs. 

Via our partnership with the LGT Group, you will have 

access to a number of international services:

Custodian services 

Execution and custodial asset booking capabilities in the 

United Kingdom, Jersey, Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Hong 

Kong and Singapore.  

Lending services 

Access to LGT’s extensive network of specialist lenders to 

arrange financing for clients on the most competitive terms. 

Your wealth manager will work with you to understand your 

particular requirements and identify potential lenders. We 

will then approach these for indicative terms to discuss with 

you in order to select your preferred option. 

Mortgage services  

Access to international mortgage services in the United 

Kingdom, Austria, France, Monaco, Germany, Switzerland, 

Hong Kong, and Singapore. 

International presence, with a local foothold  
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LGT’s locations

Europe  Austria

  France

  Ireland

  Jersey

  Liechtenstein

  Switzerland

  United Kingdom

America  United States 

Asia  China

  Hong Kong

  Japan

  Singapore 

  Thailand

Australia Sydney

Middle East Bahrain

  United Arab Emirates

Booking Centres
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Important information
LGT Wealth Management UK LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority (“FCA”). Our regulation details are set out in the FCA register: 
Firm Reference No: 471048; register.fca.org.uk/. Registered in England and Wales: 
OC329392. Registered office: 14 Cornhill, London, EC3V 3NR. 

LGT Wealth Management Jersey Limited is incorporated in Jersey and is regulated 
by  the Jersey Financial Services Commission in the conduct of Investment Business 
and  Funds Service Business. Registration number: 102243; www.jerseyfsc.org/
industry/ regulated-entities, Registered office: 30-32 New Street, St Helier, Jersey, 
JE2 3TE. 

LGT Wealth Management US Limited is authorised and regulated by the  
Financial Conduct Authority and is a Registered Investment Adviser with the 
US Securities & Exchange Commission (“SEC”). Our regulation details are set 
out in the FCA register: Firm Reference No: 585547; register.fca.org.uk/ and 
the SEC Investment Adviser Public Disclosure: www.adviserinfo.sec.gov/IAPD/
Default.aspx. Registered in England and Wales: 06455240. Registered Office: 
14 Cornhill, London, EC3V 3NR.

This publication is marketing material. It is for information purposes only. 
Certain services described herein are not available to retail clients as defined by 
the FCA or the JFSC, as applicable; please speak to your investment adviser for 
further clarification in this regard. All services are subject to status and where 
local regulations permit. The wording contained in this document is not to be 
construed as an offer, advice, invitation or solicitation to enter into any financial 
obligation, activity or promotion of any kind. You are recommended to seek 
advice concerning suitability from your investment adviser. Any information 
herein is given in good faith, but is subject to change without notice and may 
not be accurate and complete for your purposes. This document is not intended 
for distribution to, or use by, any individual or entities in any jurisdiction where 
such distribution would be contrary to the laws of that jurisdiction or subject 
any LGT Wealth Management entity to any registration requirements. When we 
provide investment advice it is on the basis of a restricted approach that is to 
say, whilst we review and advise on retail investment products from the whole 
of the investment market. Investors should be aware that past performance 
is not an indication of future performance, the value of investments and the 
income derived from them may fluctuate and you may not receive back the 
amount you originally invested.



LGT Wealth Management UK LLP
14 Cornhill, London, EC3V 3NR
Phone +44 (0)20 3207 8143, valentina.tacchino@lgt.com

www.lgtwm.com

VALUES WORTH SHARING
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LGT Wealth Management Jersey Limited
Charles Bisson House, 30-32 New Street, St. Helier, Jersey, JE2 3TE
Phone +44 (0)1534 786400, info-jersey@lgt.com

LGT Wealth Management US Limited
14 Cornhill, London, EC3V 3NR
Phone +44 (0)20 3207 8000, info-us@lgt.com
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